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PLANNING COMMISSION NOTICE AND AGENDA

THE SPRINGDALE PLANNING COMMISSION WILL HOLD A SPECIAL MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 2022 AT 5:00 PM
AT THE CANYON COMMUNITY CENTER, 126 LION BLVD – SPRINGDALE, UT 84767
A live broadcast of this meeting will be available to the public for viewing/listening only.
**Please see electronic login information below**

Approval of the agenda
General announcements
A.

Action Items
1. Reconsideration of exterior building material request for Canyon Springs Lot 21 – Sean Keightley.

B.

Discussion/Information/Non-Action Items
1. Ordinance Revision: Changes to the method of measuring setbacks and associated setback changes,
plus changes to the development standards in the Village Commercial zone.
2. Housing Strategies: Discussion of potential land use strategies to address housing affordability.
3. Discussion regarding revision or repeal of the Cottage Housing Overlay zone.

C.

Adjourn

**To access the electronic webinar please click the
Zoom link below:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88211828144?pwd=am84
SFBzbDVRcDkySjNvNEN3ZWR6UT09

This notice is provided as a courtesy to the community and
is not the official notice for this meeting/hearing. This notice
is not required by town ordinance or policy. Failure of the
Town to provide this notice or failure of a property owner,
resident, or other interested party to receive this notice does
not constitute a violation of the Town’s noticing requirements
or policies.

Meeting ID: 882 1182 8144
Passcode: 416318
One tap mobile
US: +13462487799,,88211828144#,,,,*416318#
Dial by your location
US: +1 346 248 7799

NOTICE: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations or assistance
during this meeting should contact Town Clerk Darci Carlson at 435.772.3434 at least 48 hours before the meeting.

Packet materials for this meeting will be available at: https://www.springdaletown.com/agendacenter

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
February 25, 2022
Reconsideration Request: Canyon Springs Lot 21 - Exterior Building Material Review

In the last meeting the Commission reviewed a proposed metal siding material to be used on a residence
under construction on Lot 21 of the Canyon Springs subdivision. After reviewing the material and the
Code the Commission determined the proposed material was not consistent with the requirements of
the ordinance. The Commission based this decision on the finding that the proposed material has
reflective qualities that are not similar to the materials on the approved exterior materials list.
The property owner was unable to attend the last meeting where this decision was made, and was
therefore not able to address the Commission concerns. He has requested the Commission reconsider
his request for the aluminum siding material.
The applicant has provided an illustration showing the home with metal siding installed. It is attached to
this report.
The staff report summary from the last meeting is reproduced below for the Commission’s reference.

February 16, 2022 Staff Report Summary
Derek Bulloch, contractor for Canyon Springs Lot 21, has requested a revision to the materials for the
project. The requested change is from cementitious wood siding to aluminum wood siding. The
proposed aluminum siding has been textured and painted to resemble wood.
The siding will be installed around the garage on the right side of the structure and in all soffit areas.
Aluminum siding is a prohibited exterior material per section 10-16-4(B)(4)(b)(5) of the Town Code.
Wood siding is an approved material.
Per section 10-16-4(B)(4)(a) the Planning Commission may approve a synthetic or composite exterior
building material that resembles an approved material and is compatible with the surrounding built and
natural environment. The Commission has previously determined that cementitious wood siding fits this
exception and is thus an approved material.
The Commission should determine whether or not the proposed aluminum siding is a synthetic or
composite material that resembles wood siding and can thus be approved.

Note: Metal (including aluminum) is allowed as soffit material (see 10-16-4(B)(4)(b)(6)). So the proposed
material is already an approved material for the soffits. The Commission needs to determine whether or
not it is also an approved material for wall siding.
More information about the proposed siding material is available here.
A picture of the proposed material is on the following page.
An extract of the approved plans is also included showing where the cementitious wood siding (Hardie
Board) was originally approved.

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
February 25, 2022
Ordinance Revision: Village Commercial Zone Changes + Setback Revisions

The Planning Commission has discussed revisions to the Village Commercial zone in order to more fully
promote the zone’s intent and purpose. The Commission has also proposed revisions to the way setbacks
are administered. These two topics have a considerable amount of overlap and are thus being presented
together in this report.
Commissioner Inghram has worked on these topics and has also prepared a report to the Commission
(see attached).
Setback Revisions
The Commission has requested the following changes to setback regulations:
Make the method of measurement consistent across all references to “setback” in the code.
Staff has prepared draft ordinance langage making this change. See attached draft.
Clarify and enhance setback requirement for outdoor recreational facilities near residential zones.
Section 10-7A-4(F) requires commercial recreational facilities to be setback at least 100 feet from any
residentially zoned property. The Commission requested revisions to this provision to specifically include
recreational facilities accessory to another commercial use (e.g. pools at hotels), and to require
enhanced buffering for such facilities. Staff has prepared draft ordinance language making these
changes. See attached draft.
Investigate the impact of a stepped or graduated setback requirement.
The Commission discussed the potential to adopt a stepped setback requirement. The intent of the
setback would be to prevent tall structures from being placed at the minimum setback distance. The
Commission has found that tall structures placed at the minimum setback impact viewsheds and detract
from village character. Requiring greater setbacks for taller portions of structures could mitigate both of
these concerns. The Town already has versions of stepped setback requirements in the VR-B and CC
zones (see 10-9B-9(B) and 10-11A-8). Adopting a similar strategy in the VR and VC zones could help
promote village character development in these zones.
An example of how a stepped setback could work is shown below. In this example the allowable building
height in VR / VC is proposed to be 18 feet for all portions of a structure placed at the minimum setback
distances (30’ front / 10’ sides / 20’ rear). For portions of the structure moved further from the property
line the building height is increased to 26 feet. In order to qualify for the 26 foot height limit a structure

would need to be 50 feet from the front property line, 20 feet from the side property line, and 20 feet
from the rear property line.

This graduated setback approach is intended to prevent tall potentially view obstructing structures from
being placed at minimum setbacks. It could also encourage buildings to have stepped heights and
rooflines which further breaks up the mass of the building and promotes village character. A conceptual
example of a structure subject to a stepped setback is attached. On this concept drawing note how the
graduated setback encourages a building with a stepped roof and broken mass.
Village Commercial Revisions
The Commission investigated changes to the VC zone with the intent to make new development in the
VC zone more fully promote the stated purpose and objective of the zone (found in section 10-11B-1).
The Commission discussed a “net developable acreage” strategy that would exclude floodway and 30%
slope areas from property size for the purpose of determining the total density (units per acre) allowed
on a property. For example, typically a VC property is allowed to develop one transient lodging unit or
apartment for each 4,000 square feet of lot area (just under 11 units per acre). A five acre property

would therefore be allowed approximately 55 units. However, if two acres of the property were
contained in floodway and/or steep slopes (30% plus) there would only be three “net developable”
acres. Under a net developable acreage regulation the property would only be allowed to develop 33
units instead of the 55 based on total lot area.
In the last meeting the Commission requested a map showing generally which properties would be
impacted by a net developable acreage regulation. Staff has produced the requested map (see attached).
Commissioner Inghram summarizes the pros and cons of a net developable acreage regulation in her
summary. She also presents potential alternatives to a net developable acreage regulation that could
achieve similar goals. These include:
- Graduated setbacks (discussed above)
- Increasing the required building separation distance in VC.
- Increasing minimum lot size in VR and FR 2.
- Remove the allowance to build duplexes in the VR zone.
The Commission should discuss all these alternatives and give staff direction on how to proceed with
revisions to the ordinance language.

COMMISSIONER INGHRAM SUMMARY OF SETBACK AND NET BUILDABLE AREA STRATEGIES

Planning Commission Work Meeting Discussion Outline for a Net Buildable Area Code Construct

1.

During our prior work meeting the commission discussed setbacks. As part of that discussion,
the concept of Net Buildable area vs lot area and the potential impact on future building density,
from changing from one method to the other was discussed.
2. At the end of the discussion, the commissioners asked basically three questions:
- What properties might be impacted by such a change? Tom has prepared a map which
overlays the Floodway (no building allowed) and 30% slopes (no building allowed) with the
town zoning map.
- Would switching to a Net Buildable calculation result in “taking”? During our public officials
training on Friday, Feb 18th, the Ombudsman made clear that switching to a net buildable
area construct would not be considered “taking”. There is no legal support to the idea that a
property owner must be allowed to pursue any one use of their property so long as they still
retain the ability to develop or use the land in some economic manner.
- Would property owners need to be given reduced setbacks to compensate? There would be
no legal need to compensate property owners by reducing setbacks for a proposed
reduction in buildable land. Doing so would not accomplish the intent of moving to a net
buildable land construct for density calculations.
3. What is the goal of moving to a net buildable area construct in terms of density calculations?
- To further the public’s welfare by enacting ordinances that further the goals of Springdale as
delineated in the General Plan; by increasing the amount of open space, further protecting
views, the environment, reducing water need, and retaining the village character of the
town.
-

Using a Net buildable area construct would :
o Reduce the number of transient lodging units, apartments, and condominiums
buildable on lots in VC and CC that have areas in the Floodway and/or with slopes
greater than 30%.
o Reduce the number of lots that could be created/developed on a given parcel in
residential zones (VRs – ¾ acre min, FR2 – 2 acre min, FR5 – 5 acre min)

Code needs to further goals set out in the general plan, be understandable, and practical to implement
and enforceable by staff.

Are there other planning tools that in combination might accomplish the goal of a Net Buildable
Construct and be easier to implement and enforce? Yes…
1. Implementing graduated setbacks along front and sides of parcels in VR, VC, and small lot CC
zones (most of CC is covered by existing code language).

2. Increasing the distance required between buildings in the VC zone.
3. Increasing lot size minimum in VRS and FR2.
4. Allow only the construction of single family residences (and accessory buildings) in all
residential zones. Current code allows not only subdivision of the parcel in VR zone, it also
allows for construction of duplexes without garage space that are up to 5000 sq ft. and 26 ft
in height.

Graduated Setbacks: The idea of a graduated setback is to reduce the amount of view obstruction that
results from a building 26 ft tall that is built at a setback line. Residents seem to be most concerned with
the view corridor along SR9. However, there is also reason to protect side views from current and future
building in the VC and VR zones by using graduated side setbacks.
Tom to provide diagram of visual impact of graduated setback.
A proposal for graduated setbacks might be:
At front setback (currently at 30 ft from property line) the height restriction in VC and VR zones to be 18
ft. At an additional distance of 20 ft from the front setback the height restriction would be 26 ft.
At side setback (at 10ft or 20ft depending on if parcel is adjacent to a VR zone) the height restriction in
VC and VR zones to be 18ft. At an additional distance of 10ft from side setback the height restriction
would be 26 ft.

Increasing the distance between buildings in VC zone: The goal of this change would be to reduce the
opportunity for developers to concentrate buildings in the view corridors and to preserve the village
character and open space (as per general plan). The current landscape requirements do not accomplish
this as the open space can be concentrated along the river or on slopes which are not viewable from
SR9.
Current code: The distance between any two buildings or structures on the same lot or parcel of land
must be at least ten feet, if both buildings or structures being compared are less than or equal to 18 feet
in height. For buildings or structures, either of which is greater than 18 feet in height, the distance
required between two such buildings or structures must be at least 20 feet.
A proposal for increasing the distance between buildings might be: to increase these distances by 10 ft
each.

Increasing lot size minimums in VRS and FR2 zones: The goal of this change would be to reduce the
overall density in the VRS and FR2 zones.
A proposal for increased lot sizes might be:
1 acre min in VRS zone.
3 acre min in FR2 zone.

Allow only the construction of single family residences (and accessory buildings) in all VRS zone:
Current code allows the building of Duplexes up to 5000 sq ft x 26 ft tall per lot (3/4 acre in VR zone).
Many cities do not allow building of Duplexes in residential zones. This would serve to preserve the
village character of the VR zone.

DRAFT RECREATIONAL FACILITY ORDINANCE LANGUAGE CHANGES

10‐2‐2: DEFINITIONS:
Recreation, commercial: The use of property for recreational facilities operated as a business and open to the
general public for a fee. Also, the use of recreational facilities on a commercial property as an accessory to another
commercial use, regardless of whether or not the facility is open to the general public.
Recreational facility: For the purposes of this title, recreational facilities shall include conventional
playgrounds, baseball fields, basketball courts, tennis courts, racquetball and handball courts, swimming pools,
fitness centers, fitness courses, or weight rooms. This definition shall exclude those uses listed as prohibited in
Chapter 7A of this title.

10‐7A‐4: PERMITTED USE STANDARDS:
F.

Recreational facilities, commercial: Outdoor recreational facilities must be located at least 100 feet from any
residentially zoned property.If located outdoors all portions of commercial recreational facilities must meet
the following requirements:
1. Be located at least 100 feet from any residential zoned property.
2. Be screened on all sides facing a residentially zoned property within 100 feet with solid fencing at least
eight feet in height and vegetation which will exceed twelve feet in height at maturity.
3. Where a building is placed between the recreational facility and the residentially zoned property the
setback and screening requirements in subparagraphs 1 and 2 above do not apply, if:
a. The building is at least sixteen feet in height,
b. The building completely blocks the view of the recreational facility from all residentially zoned
properties.

Created: 2021‐11‐16 14:51:20 [EST]
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DRAFT SETBACK ORDINANCE LANGUAGE CHANGES

10‐2‐2: DEFINITIONS:
Setback, front: A setback extending across the full width of a lot or parcel, having at no point a depth of less
than the minimum required horizontal distance between the front lot line, or its tangent, and the closest
permissible location of a vertical wallpermanent element of a building or structure. Said distance shall be
measured by a line at right angles to the front lot line or its tangent.
Setback, rear: A setback extending across the full width of a lot or parcel, having at no point a depth of less
than the minimum required horizontal distance between the rear lot line, or its tangent, and the closest
permissible location of a vertical wallpermanent element of a building or structure. Said distance shall be
measured by a line at right angles to the rear lot line or its tangent.
Setback/yard: A setback is a space on a lot or parcel to the front, rear or side of a building or structure,
unoccupied and unobstructed by any building or structure or parking area from the finished grade upward, except
as otherwise provided in this title. A yard may be considered as meeting the setback requirement without the
requirement of additional open space. A "setback" is defined as the minimum allowable horizontal distance from a
given point or line of reference such as a lot line to the nearest vertical wall or otherpermanent element of a
"building" or "structure", as defined herein.
Setback, side: A setback between a building or structure and the side lot line extending from the required
front yard to the required rear yard; the width of which side yard shall be measured horizontally from, and at right
angles to, the nearest point on the side lot line toward the closest permissible location of a vertical wallpermanent
element of a building or structure.

10‐9A‐11: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (FR ZONE)
The minimum distance between a main building and any accessory structure on a parcel is as follows. This
distance is measured between the furthest extension of a permanent element on each building:
Accessory Structure
Height
Less than 10 feet
Less than 16 feet
16 feet or more

Accessory Structure Size

And
And
or

Less than 500 square feet
Less than 1,500 square feet
1,500 square feet or more

Required Distance Between
Accessory >Structure and
Main Building
10 feet
20 feet
30 feet

10‐9B‐10: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (VR ZONE)
A main building and any accessory structure on a lot must be separated by at least the following minimum
distances. This distance is measured between the furthest extension of a permanent element on each building:

Created: 2021‐11‐16 14:51:21 [EST]
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Accessory Structure
Height
10 feet or less
Less than 16 feet
16 feet or more

Accessory Structure Size

and
and
or

500 square feet or less
Less than 1,500 square feet
1,500 square feet or more

Required Distance Between
Accessory Structure and
Main Building
10 feet
20 feet
30 feet

10‐10‐8: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (AG ZONE – NO CHANGES PROPOSED)
The minimum distance between any buildings or structures on the same lot or parcel of land shall be as
determined by the Fire Marshal.

10‐11A‐9: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (CC ZONE – NO CHANGES PROPOSED)
The minimum distance between any buildings or structures on the same lot or parcel shall be at least ten
feet, as measured by the distance between the furthest extensions (including eave overhangs and exterior
stairwells) of each building.

10‐11B‐9: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (VC ZONE)
The distance between any two buildings or structures on the same lot or parcel of land must be at least ten
feet, if both buildings or structures being compared are less than or equal to 18 feet in height. For buildings or
structures, either of which is greater than 18 feet in height, the distance required between two such buildings or
structures must be at least 20 feet. The distance between buildings is measured between the furthest extension of
a permanent element on each building.

10‐12‐9: DISTANCE BETWEEN BUILDINGS: (PU ZONE)
A building or structure in the PU zone must be at least ten feet from any other building or structure on the
same lot or parcel. The distance between buildings is measured between the furthest extension of a permanent
element on each building.
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TOWN OF SPRINGDALE ZONE MAP
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
February 25, 2022
Housing Strategies

In the last Planning Commission work meeting the Commission expressed support for investigating the
following strategies to address the issue of housing affordability in Springdale:
1. Use of the tools identified in the Town’s Housing study (TDR, CLT, ADU, PID).
2. Enhanced use of deed restrictions to ensure long term housing affordability.
3. Revisions to the Town’s inclusionary zoning ordinance.
Staff has met with Commissioners Kennaston and Campbell to further develop these ideas. This report
summarizes the progress made on these strategies.
Tools from the Housing Study
The Commission expressed support for including a number of tools from the Town’s 2019 housing study
in the Town’s ordinance. These include:
- Transferable Development Rights
- Community Land Trusts
- Accessory Dwelling Units
- Public Infrastructure Districts
After consulting with Commissioners Kennaston and Campbell, the Transferable Development Rights
(TDR) tool appears to be the most appropriate for the Planning Commission to address1. A basic outline
for adopting a TDR ordinance follows:
1. Determine “sending” zones. There are areas the Town would like to present future development.
They may include steep slopes, geologically hazardous areas, environmentally sensitive areas, or
important open space candidates. Development rights will be transferred out of these areas. The
Commission should consider which areas of Town are important to preserve as undeveloped and
designate those as “sending” areas.
2. Determine “receiving” zones. These are areas where additional residential development could
be appropriate. The development rights from the sending areas will be transferred to these
receiving zones. These areas should be easily developable, well served by transportation and
utility infrastructure, and in areas where additional density will not impact the character of
1

CLTs are a potentially beneficial tool, but they do not necessarily require any land use ordinance changes to
implement. The Town has recently updated our regulations for ADUs, so additional work is not necessary for that
strategy. PIDs can be successful in communities with much larger developments, but they are not as beneficial with
the small size of potential new developments in Springdale.

existing development. The Commission should consider where additional housing density could
be located and designate those areas as “receiving” zones.
3. Decide the ratio for transfer of development rights from sending zones to receiving zones. The
simplest program is one where one unit of development right transferred from a property in the
sending zone results in one additional unit being allowed on a property in the receiving zone.
However, the Commission can incentivize preservation of property in the sending zone by
allowing multiple units in the receiving zone for each unit transferred from the sending zone. For
example, one unit from the sending zone could allow 1.5 or 2 units in the receiving zone.
4. Determine what additional restrictions should be placed on both the sending property and the
receiving property. Most TDR programs require a conservation easement or other type of deed
restriction to be placed on the property in the sending zone to ensure it remains undeveloped in
the future. Similarly, if the goal of a TDR program is to encourage more affordable housing, then
deed restrictions could be placed on a portion of the additional units allowed in the receiving
zone to make sure they remain affordable in perpetuity.
The Commission should discuss these four items and give staff general feedback on how to structure a
TDR program.
Enhanced Use of Deed Restrictions
Deed restrictions are binding property-specific requirements for the use or development of a particular
piece of property. They are enacted by recording a document at the County Recorder’s office against the
property memorializing the requirements. Deed restrictions must be voluntarily agreed to by the
property owner. The Town cannot impose a deed restriction on a piece of property without the owner’s
consent. Because they are recorded against the property, deed restrictions are binding on all future
owners of a property. Deed restrictions should have an enforcement clause written into them detailing
how the restriction will be enforced.
As applied to affordable housing, deed restrictions can be placed on a property requiring the property to
remain affordable for a long period of time. A deed restriction requiring affordable housing on a property
should include the following:
-

-

-

A limitation on the household income of the occupants of the property (usually expressed as a
percentage of the Area Median Income). For example, a restriction could require the occupants
of the property to have a household income of 80% or less of the Washington County AMI.
A requirement that the rent / mortgage charged is affordable to the occupants. By industry
adopted standards, to be “affordable” the total housing costs (rent / mortgage, insurance,
utilities) cannot be more than 30% of the households gross income.
A requirement for the property owner to provide annual documentation to the Town that the
above standards are being met.
A time period which the restriction applies to. Owner-occupied affordable housing is typically
deed restricted for 15 to 25 years. Rental affordable housing is deed restricted for as long as 99
years.

-

A process to enforce the above provisions and penalties for violation of these requirements.

As mentioned above, deed restrictions must be voluntarily placed on a property by the property owner.
The Town cannot impose a deed restriction on a property without consent. The Commission should
discuss under what circumstances the Town could require an owner to place an affordable housing deed
restriction on the property. For example, the Town could require deed restricted affordable housing:
-

In conjunction with development of affordable units in the “receiving” zone of a TDR program.
For any affordable housing constructed under the Moderate Income Housing Overlay Zone.
For any affordable housing constructed under the requirements of an inclusionary zoning
ordinance (see below).
For any employee housing that qualifies for an impact fee deferral.
For any employee or affordable housing approved through a development agreement or zone
change.

In addition to requiring deed restrictions in the circumstances listed above, some municipalities have
experimented with purchasing deed restrictions on properties. A municipality pays a property owner an
amount in exchange for that property owner placing an affordable housing deed restriction on the
property. See the Vail Indeed program for an example.
The current language in the Town Code addressing the requirements for deed restricted affordable
housing is general and not well detailed. The Commission should discuss the above details and give staff
direction on key points to include in the ordinance to strengthen the existing language and ensure future
affordable housing is associated with effective deed restrictions.
Revisions to Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance
Section 10-6A-3 requires developers to provide affordable or employee housing as a condition of
approval for new development. This regulation is a form of an “inclusionary zoning ordinance.” The
Town’s current2 inclusionary zoning ordinance requires all residential developments to dedicate 10% of
the units in the development as affordable. It also requires commercial establishments with more than
15 full time employees to provide housing for at least 10% of their employees.
This provision is difficult for the Town to administer since we do not have good data on the number of
full time employees in each business, and because new residential housing developments are quite rare.
An alternative approach is to require all new commercial and residential development to contribute to
providing affordable housing. Grand County, Utah recently adopted an ordinance requiring transient
lodging development and new residential development (including single family homes) to pay an
affordable housing fee, based on the square footage of the new development. The fee amount was
2

This ordinance was updated in 2021. Previously it applied to residential developments of 20 or more units, and
commercial establishments with more than 25 full time employees.

determined after an in-depth study of the impact of each type of development on the demand for
additional affordable housing in the County. The Town could adopt a similar model. Instead of requiring
affordable housing once certain thresholds have been met, each new development could contribute an
incremental cost to provide additional housing.
The Commission should discuss options for revisions to the Town’s inclusionary zoning ordinance and
give staff direction on possible revisions.

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
February 25, 2022
Revisions to / Repeal of Cottage Housing Development Overlay Zone

The Cottage Housing Development Overlay Zone was adopted in 2014 as a strategy to promote lower
cost housing in the private market. At the time the CHD was adopted the Town’s hope and intent was
that the combination of slightly higher density and lower infrastructure and development costs would
result in market based housing that was more affordable than the large lot single family development
predominantly found in Town.
The Town has received three applications for CHD since 2014. All three applications have been
controversial and have generated considerable public comment. Two of the applications were pulled by
the applicants after receiving negative recommendations from the Planning Commission. The third
application was approved and is in the final stages of construction.
The CHD project under construction has not fulfilled the stated intent of the CHD: to promote lower cost
housing in the private market, and provide more affordable housing options than the large lot single
family housing alternatives (see 10-13F-1). The units in this project are being marketed as fractional
ownership units and not as lower cost housing.
Given the problematic history of the CHD (two applications recommended for denial and a third that
does not accomplish the intended purpose of the zone), Commissioners should consider either revising
or repealing the CHD.
Potential revisions could include:
- Requiring a percentage of all units in the CHD to be deed restricted affordable units.
- More objective standards for where CHDs can be located.
- Revisions to the density allowance (e.g. five units per acre rather than six).
- Allowing density based on net developable acreage.
If the Commission feels the CHD cannot be modified or revised to fulfill its intended purpose, then a
complete repeal is warranted.
The Commission should discuss this issue and give staff direction on how to proceed.

Darci Carlson <dcarlson@springdale.utah.gov>

Fwd: CSE LOT #21: USING ALUMINUM ON A SIDE WALL ON NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILD
2 messages
Thomas Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
To: Darci Carlson <dcarlson@springdale.utah.gov>, Aren Emerson <aemerson@springdale.utah.gov>

Wed, Feb 16, 2022 at 8:58 AM

Public comment regarding the requested building material change at Canyon Springs Lot 21.
Tom
---------- Forwarded message --------From: L. L. Sink
Date: Tue, Feb 15, 2022 at 9:53 PM
Subject: CSE LOT #21: USING ALUMINUM ON A SIDE WALL ON NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILD
To: Tom Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
Cc: <JAM@springdale.utah.gov>, Emily Holt

Tom,

RE: 02/16/2022 TOS PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
CSE – LOT #21 USE OF ALUMINUM LONGBOARD ARCHITECTURAL
PRODUCTS
FOR WALL SIDING ON NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCITION

Currently, the TOS Code does not allow Aluminum Wall Siding to be
installed on residential homes due to light reflection. Due to the direct
sunlight throughout Springdale, this code needs to be honored now and
forever for the entire town of Springdale.

Per your attached 02/11/2022 Memorandum. I found the 2 attached
photos out of the 8 photos total from Longboard Architectural Products,
that clearly show a high reflection from the sun. Notice the other 6 out
of the 8 photos are taken with no direct sunlight on the Aluminum
Siding. These 6 photos taken in the shade provide no light reflection off
of the 100% Aluminum Longboard Architectural Product. No direct
sunlight = No light reflection. Aluminum in direct sunlight always has
light refection.

The location for this Aluminum to be installed on a high area above the 8’
x 16’ Double Garage of a 17’ tall wall. This is a massive space to have
Aluminum Siding that will have light reflection of the afternoon sun until
sunset. In addition to, the light reflection from exterior wall sconce
lighting at night.

Looking a small sample of anything is always different from looking at a
large mass of any product on a wall. It is misleading to think this small
aluminum sample would be a viable option for a large exterior wall
space, that has afternoon sun exposure until sunset.

Currently, the installed plexiglass Double and Single Garage Doors have
sun light reflection in the afternoon until sunset. Installing an Aluminum
Wall Siding Product in the mass area above the Double Garage Door will
only double this 17’ wall sunlight reflection in the afternoon until sunset.
This will create an unnecessary nuisance and too much sunlight
reflection from the front side of the house.

Living directly across the street from this house under construction. I
receive the most sunlight reflection from the house in the afternoon.
Currently the plexiglass garage doors reflective sunlight glare is a
nuisance in the afternoon, and will worsen during the summer.

The TOS has done an excellent job of not allowing Aluminum Wall Siding
to be installed on residential homes. Hopefully the TOS Planning
Commission will continue to honor the TOS Code of not allowing
Aluminum Wall Siding to be installed on any residential homes.

Thank you,

Laura L. Sink

CSE –
A:
H: 1

E:
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Thomas Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
To: Planning Commission <pc@springdale.utah.gov>

Fri, Feb 25, 2022 at 5:14 PM

CommissionersPlease see the comments below regarding the material reconsideration request at Canyon Springs Lot 21.
Thanks!
Tom
---------- Forwarded message --------From: L. L. Sink
Date: Fri, Feb 25, 2022 at 5:08 PM
Subject: FW: CSE LOT #21: USING ALUMINUM ON A SIDE WALL ON NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILD
To: Tom Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
Cc: <bbruno@springdale.utah.gov>, Alex Goodman
Emily Holt
<rrioux@springdale.utah.gov>, <tkenaston@springdale.utah.gov>, <ktopham@springdale.utah.gov>,
<nbenson@springdale.utah.gov>, <pinghram@springdale.utah.gov>, <pcambell@springdale.utah.gov>,
<ahyatt@springdale.utah.gov>

Tom,

Please pass along my letter to the TOS Planning Commission.

Concerns about the TOS Planning Commission reconsidering CSE Lot #21
new house construction using Aluminum Wall Siding.

Per the TOS Code Aluminum Siding is a prohibited material per section
10-16-4(B)(4)(b)(5).

To install Aluminum Wall Siding would be a violation of the TOS Code.

Will the TOS Planning Commission be asking the TOS Town Council to
change the code to allow Walls to be covered in Aluminum Siding?

In addition, will there be a Light Reflection Code for all Exterior
Aluminum Wall Siding? Due to the fact Exterior Aluminum Wall Siding
has a light reflection off of it.

To allow this home owner to install Aluminum Siding on the walls of the
house will establish a precedent for all future residential homes to have
Aluminum Siding.

The attached Longboard Photos show the Natural Sun Light Reflection off
of the Aluminum Siding. Longboard is the manufacturer of the Aluminum
Siding CSE Lot #21 wants to use on their exterior walls.

The attached CSE Lot #21 Rendering provided by the owner, it is NOT a
photo. Therefore, NO Natural Sun Light or any Light Fixtures Lumens
Reflection are made possible to be observed on a Rendering.

This house in the afternoon until sunset will be receiving Sun Light on
this Wall Aluminum Siding. Which will provide a great deal light
reflection off of the Aluminum Siding. Living directly across the street
from this house does effect us the most with the light reflection from the
aluminum wall siding.

Hoping the TOS Planning Commission will continue to honor the current
TOS of prohibiting Aluminum Wall Siding.

Just because the very small Aluminum Sample looks like Wood. Does not
mean, the Aluminum Wall Siding will look like Wood installed on a very
large scale of a wall.

Aluminum material is Aluminum, no matter what the color or design is on
Aluminum material.

Thank you,

Laura

Laura L. Sink
H:
E:
M:

From: Thomas Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2022 8:57 AM
To: L. L. Sink
Cc: Jeff McKee <JAM@springdale.utah.gov>; Emily Holt <
>
Subject: Re: CSE LOT #21: USING ALUMINUM ON A SIDE WALL ON NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILD

Thank Laura!

I will pass these comments on to the Planning Commission.

Tom
[Quoted text hidden]
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Lot 21 Canyon Cove Circle, Canyon Spring Estate, Springdale
Re: TOS Planning Commission approval of Aluminum Siding by Longboard Products.
I am asking the Planning Commission to reconsider approving my proposed aluminum siding.
As I understanding it there are three principle objections by the Planning Commission to approving the proposed
aluminum siding:
1. The TOS code does not allow aluminum siding.
2. Light reflectance
3. Future considerations for approval if my proposal is approved.
Please consider:
1. The clause in the code that does not allow aluminum siding was adopted a long time ago and the design and
acceptability of the newer designs of aluminum siding have changed significantly and likely have addressed prior
reasons for objections. The Planning Commission must have the flexibility to amend clauses and accept new
materials from time to time.
2. Light reflectance –
We have 2 areas of the house with exterior siding (i) Owner’s Bedroom Suite – has a horizontal section 3’ x 15’
above the sidling door and 2 vertical sections of 1-1/2’ x 9’ at each side of the door - approx. 72 sq.ft. & (ii) Double
Garage – has 6’x 21’ above the door and a small vertical to the left 6”x 8’ and a larger section to the right 2-1/2’x8’
- approx. 150 sq.ft. So overall not a considerable amount of siding. The surface area of the garage doors is approx.
216 sq.ft. that nearly entirely consist of frosted glass that must be greatly more reflective than the proposed siding.
The Owner’s Suite faces NNE and will not have sunlight shinning on it. The Double Garage faces WNW and together
with the mountains to our west will have limited sunlight shinning on it.
I contacted Longboard about light reflectance and they provided me with some data. Although they do not have
data specifically for the Dark Cherry siding color we want they have it for a color called Italian Rosewood.
Dark Cherry

Italian Rosewood

Longboard provided these ASTM test results: They said they are Initial Solar Reflectance (ISR)

I also contacted the metal roof supplier in St. George (Tri-State Metal Roofing) and they provided me the data for
the Charcoal Gray roof that was approved, the ISR is 0.33 (33%).
The Dark Cherry is several shades lighter than the Italian Rosewood (ISR of 6.4%) and even if you were to class the
Dark Cherry as high as the Charcoal Gray roofing it should therefore be acceptable, especially as it is such a small
quantity compared to the vast area of metal roofing. The aluminum siding is not smooth and has a satin like finish
that helps breakup light reflectance.
From a fire safety perspective the aluminum is a good choice and I have seen vinyl siding about and wonder how
did that ever get approval and assume it is as mentioned early, a factor of the significant changes is exterior
materials over time.
3. Planning Commissions future considerations – I would suggest a review and change in the TOS code to reflect
consideration of new materials. Such change will take some time and in the interim and as a means of
standardization a minimum standard for Initial Solar Reflectance could be adopted, say 50%.
I can provide the supporting correspondence from Longboard upon request.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours respectfully,
Sean Keightley
Feb 27th, 2022

Darci Carlson <dcarlson@springdale.utah.gov>

Fwd: Lot 21 consideration of aluminum siding — Materials - Light Reflecting Factors
1 message
Thomas Dansie <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
To: Planning Commission <pc@springdale.utah.gov>

Mon, Feb 28, 2022 at 9:32 AM

CommissionersSee the additional comments from the public regarding the aluminum siding material at Canyon Springs Lot 21.
Tom
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Alex
Date: Sat, Feb 26, 2022 at 6:35 PM
Subject: Lot 21 consideration of aluminum siding — Materials - Light Reflecting Factors
To: <tdansie@springdale.utah.gov>
Tom,
Please kindly pass along my comments and link to the Planning Commission regarding possible approval of aluminum siding in
Springdale.
Aluminum is highly reflective as documented in the attachment. It is significantly more reflective than myriad other suitable and
approved building materials in town. To approve the use of aluminum siding in sunny Springdale would be a disservice to any
neighbors that would find themselves on the unfortunate receiving reflective end of aluminum clad homes.
Thank you for your consideration,
Alex Goodman
https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/light-material-reflecting-factor-d_1842.html
Sent from my iPhone

